
   DESERT RATS BARN HUNT CLUB

FALL BARN HUNT CLINIC & PRATICE
FUN DAY

OCTOBER 19,2019

Desert Rats Barn Hunt Club is excited to announce a Clinic for “Intro to Barn Hunt” and a Practice Fun Day!!!   
Clinic and Funs Day will be held at Versa Dog Sports, 1472 N. 1000 E. Layton Utah, Saturday, October 19, 
2019.

The clinic will begin at 9:00 a.m.  The clinic will be geared for new dogs and handlers interesting in learning 
the basics to begin Barn Hunt.  Handlers will have the opportunity to learn the basic rules and skills of the 
sport. Dogs will be introduced to a rat, learn to tunnel and climb on a course.  All teams will have the 
opportunity to run a Novice run.  At the end of the class handlers will have the basic knowledge and 
understanding to trial with their dogs at an actual event.

Dogs do not have to be registered with BHA to participate.

If you have been waiting to start this fun sport with your dog, now is the time!  We have an actual Barn 
Hunt trial in Tremonton Utah, November 1st-3rd!!!!

After the clinic we are offering runs and or practices.  Instinct, Novice and Open competitors can run their 
dogs from 12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.  Senior and Master competitors can run their dogs from 3:30 p.m. - 5:30 
p.m.

All those interested must pre-register and pay for the clinic and the Fun Day runs.

Cost for the clinic is $40.00. You will also have the opportunity to run your dog in Novice Class, in a trial like 
setting.

Individual Practice Fun Runs under trial rules are $5.00 per run. If you would like to use your time as a 
practice with training and feedback, the cost is $10.00.  Depending on how many people enter, maximum runs
for teams will be two runs, we may add more if time permits.  

We know many of you have been a asking for a clinic and Fun Day, so don’t pass this opportunity up!

If you have any questions you may contact Barbie Misrasi: Lovesaschnauzy@gmail.com      
Or Jalynn Davis: miniwoos@comcast.net
Come out and have a super fun day with your dog!!!!!

mailto:Lovesaschnauzy@gmail.com


Please fill out the below form.  
Make check’s payable to DRBHC.

Mail To:
DRBHC
914 E Lorraine Ave
Millcreek, UT, 84106

Do you want to attend the Clinic (circle one):

Yes           No

If you would like to run your dog in a Barn Hunt Run, please circle which run and how many you would like:

_____Instinct   ______Novice   ____Open   
_____Senior     _____Master     

Dog’s Name: __________________________________
Dog’s Breed: __________________________________
Handler’s Name: _______________________________
Handler’s Address: ______________________________
Handler’s Email: ________________________________
Handler’s Phone: ________________________________

             
 In consideration of the acceptance of this and the opportunity to train my dog(s), I (we) agree to hold Barn Hunt 
Association, LLC, Desert Rats Barn Hunt Club, LLC, and all associates harmless from any claim for loss or injury which 
may be alleged to have been caused directly or indirectly to any person or thing by the act of this dog or dogs while in or 
upon the premises or grounds or near any entrance thereto, and I (we) personally assume all responsibility and liability for
such claim, and I (we) further agree to hold the aforementioned parties harmless from any claim for damage or injury to 
the dog or myself, either physically or mentally, whether such loss, disappearance, theft, damage or injury, be caused or 
alleged to be caused by negligence while in or upon the premises of the Barn Hunt grounds. The terms of this agreement 
bind the parties for the current period of training, and all subsequent classes/training/events in which they hereafter 
participate.

Signature: __________________________________________    Date: ___________________________________


